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1o

Consider the operator

L--D--ff ,=1 aDjD+boD+=l bDj+c.
Here m is positive integer, and a=a(t, x), b,=b(t, x), c=c(t, x)C
unctions of (t, x)=(t, xx, ., x,) e R R
D,= --i3/3t, D= --i3/3x,
]=1, ..., n, and i=-1 as usual. We assume that (a(t, x)) be a real
symmetric positive definite matrix, reducing to the unit matrix for t, x

.

sufficiently large.
2. Let r e R.

,

Consider the ollowing Cauchy problem:
Lv(t, x)=0, tr, x e R

(*)

.I.v(t, x)It=--fo(X), Dry(t, x)
f0, f being given distributions in C(R).
Let
{(t, r) r _< t}.
Definition. Let U(t, r), ]=0, 1, be operators from C’(R ) to_q)’(R )
with kernels in C(z/; _q)’(R R)). We call U(t, r), ]=0, 1, a pair of
fundamental solutions to the problem (.) if
in z,
LUg(t, r)----0, ]=0, 1,
], k=0, 1,
DUs(t, r)]__=sI,
identity operator.
I
symbol
and
Kronecker
the
being
the
3s
3. The purpose o the present note is to construct a pair of fundamental solutions to the problem (,) under the conditions explained below.
We set
e R \ O,
a(t, x, ) (,= ash(t, x) s) /,
SO that the principal symbol o L is
Lo(t, x, o, )-- (o-- ta(t, x, ))(0 + ta(t, x, )).
We denote by S(t, x, o, ) the subprincipal symbol o L. Thus,
Sz(t, x, o, )= b0(t, X)0 f-E=l b(t, x)
27 it2 ,,=1 a(t, x) / x
4. Set
C+/- (t, x, )= S(t, x, +_ ta(t, x, ), ).

.

We assume

.

1)
C(t,x,)=t-b(x,)+tb(t,x,).
For simpliHere b(x, ) and b(t, x, $) are smooth unctions o t, x,
city, we require that Im {b(x, )/11} be uniformly bounded on R (R \0).
5.

Theorem. Under the assumption (1), there exists a unique
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of fundamental solutions to the problem (.).
The requirement (1) is a variant of Levi’s condition. This is imposed in the discussions of Oleinik [6]. See also Ohya [5].
6. Remark. Let f e C(R +) and set

pair

[U(t, v)f(r, .)](x)dr.
u(t, x)=i
Then Lu= f and inf {t (t, x) e supp u or some x} inf {t (t, x) e supp f
for some x}. That is,
t
E(t ) iU(t, ),
(0,
t,
is a forward fundamental solution for the operator L (cf. HSrmander
[4]). The assumption (1) is known to be necessary for the existence o
a forward fundamental solution of the operator L (Ivrii-Petkov [3]).
7. The rest of the present note is devoted to a (sketchy) proof of
Theorem. This is done via a "good" parametrix to the problem (.).
Let + =((t, r); 0t}.
Definition. Let E(t, ), Ort, ]=0, 1, be operators from g(R )
to ’(R) with kernels in C(N + ’(Rn R)). We say that E(t, ), ]
=0, 1, orm agood parametrix to the problem (.) for 0rt if they

,

satisfy

]--0, 1, in N+,
LE(t, r)=K(t, r),
], k=0, 1, r0.
DE(t, ) ]t=--I=R(r),

Here K(t, ), ]=0, 1, are integral operators with kernels in C(N + Rn
R ) and R(r), ], k=0, 1, with kernels in C(+ R Rn).
8. For the construction of a good parametrix, we need the ollowing symbol classes (cf. [7], [8]). Let be any positive integer.
Definition. For real Z,,,, we denote by S?;{ ’ (resp. S?;+) the
R R n such that or
space of all C functions p(t, r, x, ) on

+ + ,

any non-negative integers, k, l, and multi-indices

-

,

we have

]DtDDDp(t, r, x, )
C(1 + I I)"- Il(IGt -1+ t)<-)/"(I +r")
(resp. C(1 +1 )"- Ii(I I- +r") (-)/")
or 0 g t g T, 0 gr T, x e K. Here T, T are any positive numbers,
K any compact subset o R C a positive constant depending on T, T,
K, a, fl, k, 1.
we denote by $5 the space o all C funcDefinition. For real
+
tions p(t, x, ) on A R R such that for any non-negative integers
N, k, l, and multi-indices a, fl,
]DtDDDp(t, r, x, ) < CRY(1
OvgtT,
x e K, []1. Here T is any positive number, K
or all
any compact subset of R and C a positive constant depending on N,
T, K, k, l, a, fl.
9. Let (t, r, x, ), a=l, be respectively solutions of

,

,

,

,
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a
1,
=ata(t, x, ),
with the initial condition It== (x, } (r_>_ 0). We may assume that
a--1, re well-defined in the large. We now set
a= 1,
x,
M()= m 1 sup Im b(x,

+

)/a(O,

{a

)},

the superimum being taken over (x, ) e R (R0).
10. Proposition. Under the assumption (1), there exists a good
parametrix to the problem (.) for 0rt. More precisely, there are
symbols

.-- j,M (a) + e,M (- a) +
p.(t,r,x,)e-(+,
9 (t, r, x, ) e

,

.-J,M(- a) + (1- j)m+

-+,

a 1,] 0,1,
p}(t,r,x,)eS:
such that, for P(t, r, x, )= =o P(t, r, x, ),
[E(t, r)f](x)
(2)
(2)_= e,t(,,,.)_<,,>,p(t,r,x,)f(y)dyd,
]=0, 1, form a good parametrix for the problem (,) for Ort. Here
the integrals (2) are oscillatory ones over R= R n. e is an arbitrary
positive number and may be omitted when n= 1 and b(x, )/a(O, x, ) is
independent of x.
11. We have. shown the above Proposition for the case m= 1 in
A close discussion has also been done in Alinhac [1]. The
[8].
[7],

==

f

proof for general m goes in an analogous way to the case m= 1. That
is, the essential point rests on the asymptotic behaviors of confluent
hypergeometric functions. In fact, the exponent M(a) appears in this
way.
12. In view of (2), we may assume Eo(t,r), E(t, r) properly
supported, by an obvious modification if necessary. Since L is a
differential operator, K(t, ) and R(r) are then automatically properly
supported. We first construct a pair of fundamental solutions to the
problem (.) when 0grgt. This can be done in a similar way to
Chazarain [2]. Since R(r)=DE(t, r)]=--I, ], k=0, 1, are smoothing, E(t,r)=E(t,r)--Ro(r)--i(t--r)R(r), ]=0,1, also orm a good
parametrix, satisfying the initial conditions now exactly, and K(t, r)
=LEa(t, r) hve properly supported C kernels in + x Rn Rn. Let

or h(s, r, .) e C( +
h + R(t, r)h, where
JR(t,

R). Then DG(t, r) [t==0, k=0, 1, and LG(t,

.[[ [g;(t, s)h(s,

.)](x)ds.

Let B={x e R;x[q}, q any positive integer, and Z(x) e C;(R) such
that z=l on B, suppB+. Let R(t,r)=zR(t,r)Z. Then since
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R is properly supported, we have, for each h e C(z] + C(R)), [I + R]h
--[I+Rq]h for sufficiently large q. By solving the Volterra integral
equation, we see I +Rq invertible in each C([0, T] C(Bq+)). It then
follows immediately that I + R is invertible in C(z] + C(R)) and so in
C(z]+ C(R)). Let G’(t, r)=G(t, r)(I+R(t, r)) and set
]=0, 1.
U(t, r)=E.(t, r)-G’(t, r)K(t, r),

-

Then UT(t, r), ]=0, 1, are a pair of fundamental solutions to the problem
(.) for t>__r>=0. In particular, for each t,r, U(t,r) map C(R ) into
C(R) and ’(R ) into C’(R).
13. Note that the same construction is also valid for the problem
t<:s_<O, (r=s), by changing t to --t. We thus obtain a pair
when
(.)
of fundamental solutions U-(t, s), t_<s<=O, ]=0, 1. Let us set
U(t,s)
for t<s<0.
(t
\DtU(t, s) DtU;(t, s)
This defines a mapping ’(R ) (R)-(R n) (R n) and ’(R) ’(R)
--.’(R) ’(R ) or each t<=s<=O.
Lemma. Thereisamapping(t,s), t<=s<=O, suchthat(t,s)(t,s)

s)=(U(t’s)

)

--I.
14. Remark. Since L is strictly hyperbolic in t 0, we see immediately (t, s)=(t, s)-=(s, t) if s0, (s, t) being essentially the
evolution operator for t, s< 0.
1. Proof of Lemma. Let L* be the ormal adjoint o L. Then
since S.(t, x, o, ) S(t, x, o, ), we have C.+/-(t, x, ) C(t, x, ).
denotes the complex conjugate. Therefore, the assumption
Here
(1) also holds or L* and we have a pair o undamental solutions
Vo(t, s), V(t, s), t<=s<=O, o the Cauchy problem 2or L* in t<__s<__O, t=s
being the initial surface. Let f0, f be any distributions in C’(R n) and
set u(t)= U;(t, S)f + U(t, s)f Similarly, or arbitrary go, g e C(R),
we set v(t)= Vo(t, S)go + V(t, s)g. Consider the identity"

.

This means, by the integrations by parts, that

(t,s)=

I
(bo(s,I .)I O)(DtV(t,s)*
I DtVo(t,s)* V(t,s):)(
I
Vo(t,s) bo(t, .)I I)

or the adjoint.
Changing the variables, we set,

where * stands

or r__< t__< 0,
t)
r(,
r(, t)= {0(,
\r(, t) r;(, t)_"
Then, by 14, 0(r, t), (r, t) coincide with the undamental solutions
to the problem (*) when r=<t0. Furthermore., i
w(t)-o(r, t)Yo + (, t)f ,
then by lemma w(0--) and Dtw(O--) are well-defined. Set
w’(t) U(t, 0)w(0-) + U(t, O)Dw(O--)
16.

t))
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or

t0. Then w’(0+)=w(0--), Dtw’(O+)--Dtw(O--), and, by the
Therefore, setting or
]=0, 1,
i t>=>O,
U(t, r)=U(t, r)
and
if
U(t, r)= j(r’ t)
kU(t, 0)r(r, 0)+ U:(t, O)Dtr(r, 0) if
we obtain a pair of fundamental solutions to the problem (*) in
17. As we already remarked in 15, the formal adjoint L* of L
also satisfies the assumption (1). This implies uniqueness of the pair
U0(t, r), U(t,
18. Further details and generalizations as well as consequences
of Theorem will be discussed elsewhere. Note that the present treatment is akin to that of Oleinik [6]. Compare her Theorem 2 [6] and
our Lemma in 13.
equation, Dw’(O +)--Dw(O--) and so orth.
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